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Men's jacket TRST
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Nives  Butorac
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FOREWORD

 

One of the RIO’s key development strategies is the focus on the
business  sector.  Improvement  of  the  B2B  program  is  the 
touchstone of our production and sales policies, where we by 
synergyof technology, skills and experience respond to any 
request in this rapidly growing segment. Our business clients 
appreciate our partnership, as we provide the maximum level of 
products quality and services. Every collaboration that we count 
in the past has been extraordinary successful and long term. 
Our intention  is  to percerve our leading position in  this  sphere
 of  business  by  engaging  all  our  internal powers  and 
benefits, so that potential partners would recognize us as a 
reliable and permanent partner.
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+385 91 204 7260nives.butorac@rio-rijeka.hr
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			                  Nives Butorac 	    Executive sales and purchase director                          Rijecka industrija odjece d.o.o.
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Women's 
jacket EVA
                         
                    

Men's jacket 
ROMA
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Men's jacket BOL
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Women's jacket C11
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Men's jacket OSLO
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   At any time of day or night reception staff is a face for introducing each    hotel. It is very important what kind of first impression they leave, and    without good clothes there is not ''a good first impression''. RIO knows    how much it matters.
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Daily interaction with business partners, staff and guests dictates not only aesthetics and harmony, but also the convenience and comfort of wearing a suit all day. RIO unifies all the demands of the modern businessman in a unique quality fashion design.
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Men's trousers MARK
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Men's trousers MAJK
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Women's pants 
ZMZH05
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Women's pants NELA
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The elegance that exudes professionalism is the central motif of suits designed for managers, as well as for catering and tourist complexes. We have in mind the position of the leading figures of the administration – suit really makes the man.
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Women's skirt 
JANA
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Women's skirt G03
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Women's skirt LANA
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Women's skirt 50040
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They are your direct channel of communication with the market, and often the first one. taff at the reception desks are also business promoters of mission operations, nonverbal impression about tasteful and custom designed uniforms, along with, of course the quality of service provided to clients is a unique concept that reflects your business identity.
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Reliability, professionalism and safety behind every serious financial institution, and these very basic ideas, are produced and emitted by the managers of the company. Let your excellence comes to life in your business looks, so that the quality and value convincingly permeate every aspect of your business and operations.
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Men's vest 7GIL1
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Women's vest PT010
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Women's vest DORA
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Details are important. Special attention when sewing uniforms for restaurant staff is given to the details that make the difference. Guests notice this.
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Women's vest W08PT02
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Tie 4.1
Tie 5.1
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Tie 3.1
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Ascot - Cravat 1.1.
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Ascot - Cravat 1.4. 
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Ascot - Cravat 1.2.
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Bow tie 2.3.
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Bow tie 2.1.
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All hospitality, catering  and tourism jobs are in constant contact with clients, quests and visitors. Do not leave anything to chance: let an overall impression of your staff be at high level, by  design and quality of  RIO B2B program.
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Ženska pregača BETI
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Men's apron 6M
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Men's apron 2M
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Women's apron 6Ž
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Women's apron 5Ž
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Men's apron 5M
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Women's apron 1Ž
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Men's  apron 1M
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Hotel maids should look neat, professional and elegant. So clothing inwhich they spend their whole working day should be, at the same time, both functional and comfortable. Our designs will satisfy all your requirements.
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Women's uniform 9Ž
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Women's uniform 2Ž
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Women's uniform 3Ž
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Men's uniform 3M
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Women's uniform 11Ž
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Women's long pants 2Ž
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Women's skirt 4Ž
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Men's work wear trousers 1M
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Men's work wear trousers 3M
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Women's uniform 8Ž
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Men's uniform 1M
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For chefs making delightful gastronomic delights you should ensure appropriate and comfortable clothes. Like all uniforms in our selection, these are also manufactured according to individual measures in order to be maximally practical.
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Men's short sleeve shirt
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Men's long sleeve shirt
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Women's short sleeve blouse
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Women's long sleeve blouse
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ABOUT USRIO was founded in 1947, in Rijeka, as a manufacturer of men's and women's ready-made clothes. The company is one of the leading textile industries in Croatia, known on the market due to the long tradition of  quality and individual approach to the clients. RIO’s styles range from classic (RIO CLASSIC), modern, night-ceremonial (RIO CLUB) to daily and casual clothing (RIO EGO).The RIO won a charter of Croatia for quality of its products, RIO CLASSIC, which were evaluated by expert committee, based on high standards of visual classifications of the products.It is important to stress that RIO owns an exclusive co-branding with one of the world's most famous brands ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA. Under its brand, RIO CLUB - HAND MADE, the RIO sells its products under its own trade mark in both in Croatia and abroad. The RIO has its own retail stores in major Croatian cities. The selection of work clothes can be found in offices in Rijeka Izvidacka 13, and Pula, 1. svibnja 4.
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ABOUT USRIO was founded in 1947, in Rijeka, as a manufacturer of men's and women's ready-made clothes. The company is one of the leading textile industries in Croatia, known on the market due to the long tradition of  quality and individual approach to the clients. RIO’s styles range from classic (RIO CLASSIC), modern, night-ceremonial (RIO CLUB) to daily and casual clothing (RIO EGO).The RIO won a charter of Croatia for quality of its products, RIO CLASSIC, which were evaluated by expert committee, based on high standards of visual classifications of the products.It is important to stress that RIO owns an exclusive co-branding with one of the world's most famous brands ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA. Under its brand, RIO CLUB - HAND MADE, the RIO sells its products under its own trade mark in both in Croatia and abroad. The RIO has its own retail stores in major Croatian cities. The selection of work clothes can be found in offices in Rijeka, Izvidacka 13, and Pula, 1. svibnja 4.
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MEASUREMENTS TABLE FOR JACKETS
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MEASUREMENTS TABLE FOR TROUSERS/PANTS
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Pencil
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WOMEN'S PANTS MEASUREMENTS TABLE
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MEN'S  & WOMEN'S VESTS MEASUREMENTS TABLE
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WOMEN'SKIRTS MEASUREMENTS TABLE



RIO d.o.o.
Izvidacka 13, HR-51000 Rijeka

T: +385.51.262.222; F: +385.51.262.239
E: info@rio-rijeka.hr - www.rio-rijeka.hr
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Contact persons:Ana FajferKey Account Coordinator +385 91 126 2086Sasa BoltuzicSales  Officer+385 91 162 2234




